Installing our "Kabel-Schlauch
Schlauch-Kanal"
… for the easy routing of cables and hoses.
"Kabel-Schlauch-Kanal" makes it easy for you to lay
electrical cables and hosepipes quickly and
inexpensively. You avoid dangerous trip hazards while
also saving the time wasted by coiling and uncoiling
power cables (for lighting, equipment or pond pumps).
Hosepipes (up to 3/4” and hose couplings with a
maximum diameter of 2.9 cm) for watering your garden
or supplying your garden pond/fountain can also be laid
in the conduit.
There are also many ways to conceal your "KabelSchlauch-Kanal" cable/hose conduit.
conduit Our 22 × 10 cm
"Maehstein" or "Pali-Maehstein" stones, available in
many colours, are the perfect choice and blend in with
the rest of our range. You can also cover the "KabelSchlauch-Kanal" with granite slabs or wooden boards.
And if you need to include another length of cable or
hose at a later point
nt in time, it’s very simple to make
the change: just remove the cover, lay the cable or
hose and replace the cover – and you’re done!

Dimensions in mm
length x width

Kabel-SchlauchKanal

20 x 12,2 cm

height

5,9 cm

weight / piece

2,05 kg

piece / palett

351

To mark out the route before excavating the trench, first lay the
"Kabel-Schlauch-Kanal" stones in the correct alignment. Then cut a
line through the turf (e.g. with a lawn edging spade) at a distance of
approx. 2 cm from the outer edges of the "Kabel-Schlauch-Kanal"
stones.
Now remove the "Kabel-Schlauch-Kanal"" stones and dig the trench
along
ong the cut lines and to the required depth.
Trench depth = height of stone when laid (5.4 cm)
+ height of cover stone (here = small "Maehstein",
"
4.2 cm)
+ height of ballast (approx. 2.0 cm)
= trench depth of approx. 11.5 cm
(measured from top edge of turf)

Now spread the ballast over the bottom of the trench, levelling it
evenly to ensure enough clearance for the "Kabel-Schlauch-Kanal"
stone plus cover stone to the top edge of the turf (e.g. with small
"Maehstein" = 9.6 cm). Now lay the conduit stones in the ballast bed.
Now lay all of your cables and hoses in the "Kabel-Schlauch-Kanal"
and lay the cover stones (e.g. small "Maehstein
Maehstein") one after the other
in order. The gap between the turf edge and the "Kabel-SchlauchKanal" can be filled in with soil and sown with seed.
Tip: At garden and boundary walls, you may need to cut the "KabelSchlauch-Kanal" stones and the cover stones to fit. This can be done
using standard off-the-shelf
shelf tools such as a chop saw (electric or
petrol-driven
driven = dry cut) or using a dedicated stone cutting machine
(paving cutter = wet cut).
Remember that these kinds of tools can be hired!

